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        Rocket City Math League            2005-2006 
                                       Apollo Test           Round 2 
 

Answers must be written inside the adjacent answer boxes.  All answers must be written in exact, reduced, simplified, and rationalized form.  All 
decimals and mixed numbers must be written as improper fractions. No calculators, books, or other aides may be used. 

 

1. Evaluate:  (1 point)  ( ) 532432 +÷+⋅
 

2. Professor Stellar teaches only 2 classes at the University on Mars. Each class has 30 students with some 
students enrolled in both classes. If 25% of his students are enrolled in both classes, how many students 
does Professor Stellar have if students enrolled in both classes are only counted once? (1 point) 

 

3. Given the equations 611
=+

yx
and 432

−=+
yx

, and the solution of the system, (x,y), what is the value 

of 
y
x ? (1 point) 

 

4. An engineering company for NASA has 5 Safety Engineers (SE) and 6 Systems Engineers (CE). If a 
committee of 2 SE’s and 3 CE’s are to be chosen to represent the company at a national symposium, how 
many different committees can be chosen? (1 point) 

 

5. What is the sum of the solutions for y for the equation ? (2 points) 01)2(5)2(3 12 =−−+ yy  

6. For what values does x satisfy 1log3log 93 −= xx ? (2 points) 
 

7. The Nautical Space Chartering Agency wants to find how many meteorites exist in a given region of a 
Cartesian plane, where each lattice point represent a meteor of negligible size.  If the region they are 
interested in is bounded by the x and y axes and the line 3056 =+ yx , how many meteorites exist 
solely within in this region? (2 points) 

 

8. The mighty Sharat has calculated the age of a star to be 10!9!8!7!6!5!4!3!2!1! years old.  How many zeros 
are at the end of the expansion of this number? (2 points) 

 

9. Nitsuj sleeps a lot in his math class, but unfortunately for him, his teacher likes to give pop-quizzes to the 
class.  Nitsuj’s teacher gives out pop-quizzes 1/8 of all school days, and the probability that Nitsuj will 
sleep is on any one day is 7/16. What is the probability that on a given day, it turns out to be a quiz day 
and Nitsuj stays awake to take the quiz? (3 points) 

 

10. Vekni, a mad alien, is traveling through space.  His path is determined by the equation 60512 =+ yx .  
If Vekni begins his journey from the point with the highest ordinate value, how far does he have to travel 
to return to the beginning point twice? (3 points) 

 

11. On the planet Yasseldorf, two trains moving toward each other on parallel tracks reach a light post at the 
exact same time.  One train is 500 feet long is traveling at 150 fpm (feet per minute), while the other is x 
feet long and is traveling at 200 fpm.  Once the fronts of the two trains reach the light post, it takes 5 
minutes for the ends of the trains to pass each other. What is the value of x in feet? (3 points) 

 

12. Find the minimum value of yx +  if x and y are positive integers that satisfy the equation  

. (4 points) 63)3(153)1( 33 =−+− yx
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